All together a
brighter future

We believe that clinical research benefits us
all, that’s why our aim is to deliver innovation
through collaboration, placing the patient at
the heart of every process so all together we
can achieve a brighter future.

About Us
O4 Research is an innovative CRO which provides dynamic trial management
solutions to the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device industries across
phase II-IV, Non-Interventional, Real World and Investigator Led Studies. We specialise
in services ranging from specific study functions to a full service platform across a
wide variety of therapeutic areas.
Operating throughout the UK and
Ireland and with partners Europewide, we provide an alternative,
proactive trial management
approach which is in sync with
today’s unprecedented challenges.
Our extensive experience ensures
effective and creative solutions at
every stage, facilitating consolidation
of timelines whilst maintaining the
highest quality standards.
At O4 Research we ensure that a
dedicated team is assigned to each
project and is configured to meet
specific requirements. We work
closely, creating a feeling of positivity
and enthusiasm which extends to our
collaborations with Sponsors and study
participants.

Our aim is to deliver innovation
through collaboration by placing the
patient at the heart of our thinking.
The benefits of this patient centric
approach resonate across all aspects
of our studies by creating a strong
identity and dynamism around each
study. This ensures that your project,
large or small, becomes and remains
a priority for all involved.
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Our Therapeutic Expertise
The O4 Research team has an excellent track record in conducting clinical trials
across a wide range of therapeutic areas. Our success is a testament to our
pragmatic and holistic approach and to the team’s strong relationships with
physicians, Key Opinion Leaders, General Practitioners, community pharmacists
and patient advocacy groups, developed over many years of collaboration.

Phase II-IV, ‘Real World’, Non-Interventional and
Investigator Initiated clinical study design and
management
Clinical Development Planning and Consultancy

Services

Study Feasibility and Risk Assessment
CRF and eCRF design and development
Project Management & Customised Site
Management
Investigative Site Selection
Patient Recruitment and Retention Strategy
Development and Implementation
On-Site and Centralised Clinical Monitoring
Medical Writing
Regulatory and Ethics Submission Management
Data Management & Statistics
e TMF/Trial Master File Maintenance and
Management

Why Choose O4 Research?
Competitive Collaborative Partner:

Full Service & Functional Capability:

We are a transparent partner who believes a
collaborative approach holds the key to the
success of our business and leads to a mutually
respectful relationship with our clients. The
inherent efficiencies of the O4 business model
allow us to be commercially competitive by
reducing the large overheads other large
CROs incur, translating into significant savings
for our clients.

At O4 Research we can offer our clients a full
service option, taking our clients from study
concept, through the approval process, risk
based monitoring, data management and
much more. Alternatively, we are able to
integrate seamlessly with the clients’ team and
provide support with specific functional tasks
within the project. At O4, we simply want to
help make a difference and can get involved
at every step of the way!

Project & Site Management
Excellence:
At O4 Research our clients can be assured
that an experienced Clinical Project Manager
will lead the team and act as their primary
contact from project start-up to completion.
Our team creates a customised site
management programme for all studies, from
the smallest through to the most complex and
our research passion allows us to conduct our
clients’ studies as if they’re our own.

Flexible & Agile Approach:
At O4 Research we offer our clients an
unparalleled degree of flexibility in the role we
can play to support their projects. In addition,
our agility means that decisions are made
quickly, timelines are consolidated
and momentum is maintained
throughout our projects.

Quality Focused Approach:
O4 Research recognises that in our highly
regulated industry, quality is paramount. That is
why quality underpins everything we do at O4
Research, and why our clients can be assured
that we deliver our projects to the highest of
standards.

Like what you have read
and want to learn more
about O4 Research?
For further information on our range
of services and therapeutic expertise
please visit

www.o4research.com

Contact Us
If you have any general enquiries or wish to discuss
collaborating with us, please feel free to get in
touch with our team who will be delighted to assist.

@o4research
+44 (0)28 9024 4764
info@o4research.com
Concourse III, Titanic Quarter, Belfast, BT3 9DT

